Adirondack Chair Instructions – By Jennifer Dontz
www.sugardelites.com

I’m using the Adirondack chair set by Ximena. Item number: CUT223. When a customer buys this item, we e-mail you
her instructions. The one thing it is lacking in the instructions is a label on each cutter to identify which is which. So, I’ve
done that for you here:

1. I’m using gumpaste for my medium on this project. It will dry much harder and be sturdier than using fondant.
You also could use a 50/50, fondant/gumpaste if you wish. I’m using blue since that is the color my bride
requested ☺

2. Roll paste somewhat thin. Using cutter A you will need to cut 5 slabs. When a cutter is skinny or has fine details,
I like to push the paste out with a Q-tip. Works great and doesn’t leave marks on the paste. The set has 2

different chair back cutters (B OR B1), a rounded at the top and a scalloped at the top. You can pick which style
you want to use.

3.

I choose the rounded top for my project. Line the slabs next to each other and cut the back of the chair using
the rounded top back cutter. Let this dry for about ½ hour or so, before turning it over to put the upper back
support (Cutter C) .

4. Cut two pieces of cutter C. The upper piece back support goes about ¾ of an inch down from the top of the
chair. Cut to size and glue in place. The other piece of cutter C will be used for the lower back support. Don’t
glue this piece yet, but put it aside to dry. This piece protrudes out from the back on each side of the chair and
will support the arm rests. I’m making two chairs at once, so you will see double pieces ☺

5.

Using cutter D (square) you may cut a solid seat if you wish OR cut slabs using the smallest
recrectangular cutter E. I’m doing the slabs in this demonstration. Let them dry.

6. Once the slabs are dry, turn them over and cut one piece with cutter E (Seat front).

7.

Glue piece E to the front of the slabs as shown. This project will not be consumed, so I’m using hot glue. I have
a cool temp glue gun. You also can use royal icing or chocolate to keep it all edible. But, people generally don’t
want to consume gumpaste, but if you are using anything that is not edible, make sure to warn your clients.

8. I placed the seat piece on a little box to support it while I glue the seat back in place. Again, I used hot glue for
this.

9.

Add the seat back, gluing into place. If using edible glue, let this dry until you can handle it.

10. Using cutter F for the front legs, cut two pieces. One is for the right, the other for the left. Place them aside to
dry. Using cutter G for the back legs, also cut two pieces, one for each side. Make sure to flip over one piece so
you have an opposite. Cut two each of H cutter, arm rests. Flip one over so you have opposites. Let dry. I’m
showing double the number since I’m doing two chairs ☺

11. Once the legs are dry, glue the back legs to the seat. First, do one leg resting on it’s side against the work
surface. Add the other leg on the opposite side. Let dry completely.

12 . Glue the front legs on. For the first front leg, you can see I propped it up. Now is the time to glue the lower
back support, glue it 1 inch above the lower edge of the back. Let dry.

12. Glue the arm rests into place.

Two of these chairs will fit on a 6” but mine were hugging a bit ☺ and they JUST fit. A 7” or 8” layer would be
better.
Done! Hope you liked the tutorial ☺ Jennifer ☺

